LEADING THE WAY
TO FASTER FULFILLMENT
for multi-channel commerce, retail, B2B and 3PL companies worldwide

2-3X PICK RATES

Your fulfillment challenge
Fulfillment operators need to scale quickly and cost-effectively
to meet growing demand—yet finding and retaining quality
warehouse personnel is getting more difficult and seasonal
hires take time to train; especially if you’re trying to leverage
automation technologies.

Our fulfillment solution

50% REDUCTION IN WALKING
2-4 WEEK GO-LIVE
15 MINUTES NEW HIRE TRAINING
12-18 MONTH ROI

6 River Systems (6RS) can double or triple the productivity
of your warehouse associates—at half the cost of traditional
automation and without requiring any new infrastructure or
changing your warehouse layout.

Give your team
the right tools

Assign work
intelligently

Make the job
better

6RS’ solution manages the entire fulfillment workflow from
putaway, to picking, sorting and packing.

Integrate and
expand seamlessly

Make datainformed decisions

THE 6 RIVER SYSTEMS
ADVANTAGE
EMPOWERING ASSOCIATES & OPERATORS
Give Your Team the Right Tools
• Improve putaway, picking, sortation, packing and shipping
• Interleave replenishment and other tasks to improve
utilization of people and equipment across the facility for
additional efficiency
• Go live in 2-4 weeks, achieve 2-3x increase in pick rates
and realize full payback in 12-18 months

Assign Work Intelligently
• Smart allocation rules assign work from your order pool
to optimize picking efficiency
• 6RS supports singles, batch, discrete, zone and cluster
picking - simultaneously
• Associates are guided through a cart-build process at
induction; totes can also be automatically loaded

Make the Job Better
• 	Accelerate training time and empower your workforce to
succeed quickly
• 	Safer than manual, heavy carts that lead to fatigue
and injuries
• Reduce walking by up to 50%

Integrate & Expand Seamlessly
• Integrate into any WMS — COTS, custom or cloud
• Scales and flexes to meet seasonality and peak demands,
without costly or disruptive infrastructure changes
• Gain new capabilities through integration with peripheral
devices and automation tools, with minimal disruption

Make Data-Informed Decisions
• 	Real-time intelligence and operations dashboards help
identify trends and deliver proactive notifications so you
can address problems before they occur
• 	AI and machine learning enable the 6RS solution to deliver
even more value over time
• 	Continuous software updates enable new functionality
without any hardware or infrastructure changes

WALL-TO-WALL EFFICIENCY
FROM INBOUND THROUGH OUTBOUND
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FAST LANE

Fully automated picking.

INDUCT
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MEET

Smart allocation groups similar
work to reduce associate travel.
The autonomous loader places
the totes for the assignment
onto Chuck.

Chuck eliminates the long
walk by bringing work
directly to associates in the
active area.
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PICK &
REPLEN
Chuck leads the associates
through optimized travel
paths, keeping them on task
and improving order selection
accuracy.

ACTIVE
PICK AREA

MOBILE SORT
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Sort batches into
discrete orders.

PACK
Inspect and pack orders for shipment.
Chuck can sort exceptions and deliver
completed assignments to different
points across the warehouse.

After job is completed,
Chuck travels to the next
destination. The associate
badges into a new Chuck.

FULFILLMENT REDEFINED
The 6 River Systems solution expands beyond collaborative robots to increase
efficiency across your entire operation. Within weeks, you can:
> Increase productivity in picking, packing, sorting and replenishment
> Gain new, actionable insights through real-time data
> Realize continuous improvement without hardware or infrastructure changes

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

Fulfillment with
6 River Systems
6 River Systems (6RS), part of global
commerce company Shopify, is
the world’s most comprehensive
and broadly adopted collaborative
fulfillment solution. Millions of units
are picked, packed and shipped every
week by multi-channel commerce,
retail, B2B and 3PL companies of
all sizes using our full range of preintegrated products that are quick to
install and easy to operate.
Whether you’re looking to increase
throughput, accelerate new hire
training or delight customers, 6RS is
leading the way to faster fulfillment
with increased flexibility, scalability
and reliability.

See 6 River Systems
in Action

Our solution from 6 River Systems enables us
to increase our throughput and get more orders
out the door and into customers’ hands.”
Glen Sutton, SVP Americas

6 River Systems increased our productivity.
We also found that associates felt better about
the work they were doing because it created a
better environment for them.”
Corey Cook, Senior Solutions Architect

6 River Systems’ software and their
collaborative robot Chuck has increased our
productivity, reduced error rates 50 percent
and reduced training times to a matter
of hours.”
Lewis Frazer, SVP Operations

Join us for a warehouse
visit in a city near you to see
firsthand how 6 River Systems
empowers associates and drives
productivity.

Visit www.6river.com or
call (866) 60-CHUCK for
more information.

6 River Systems is the safest and most
productive automation that we have
implemented here at Office Depot.”
Bob Abbondanza, Senior Director of Engineering
and Network Design

